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About This Content
Burning Bridges is the fourth episode of The Council’s 5-episode season. The Complete Season of The Council grants access to
all 5 episodes.
Louis de Richet enters the depths of Lord Mortimer’s island hunting truths about his mother and the other guests. The
mausoleum he finds there contains more secrets than he could possibly have predicted.
The fourth episode sees allegiances explained, rivalries come to a head, and the ghosts of the past begin to catch up to the
inhabitants of the island. Your decisions will haunt you as you decide the fate of Louis, Mortimer, and the world itself.
Continue your adventure in The Council Episode 4: Burning Bridges as new powers rise and your freedom to choose will
determine everything.
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Title: The Council - Episode 4: Burning Bridges
Genre: Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Big Bad Wolf
Publisher:
Focus Home Interactive
Release Date: 25 Sep, 2018
a09c17d780
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64-bit)
Processor: Intel Core i3-2125 (3.3 GHz)/AMD FX-4100 (3.6 GHz)
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: 1 GB, GeForce GTX 750/Radeon R7 360
Storage: 15 GB available space
Additional Notes: INTERNET CONNECTION REQUIRED FOR GAME ACTIVATION AND ONLINE GAME
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A well done XCOM-like strategy game where you can take your squad on journey in every corner of the galaxy looking for
treasures and stuff to kill, a well done game concept at my advice, it is in a really early state so i strongly suggest you to buy it
only if you enjoy this kind of gameplay and want to support the devs.. I played the Russians and had no rain till november (Turn
35). No replacements from turn 20 to 30 , then two divisions from 30 - 32, then nothing again till turn 40. The German AI also
seemed to ignore any penalties for being out of command range.
I am not sure what this was supposed to be a simulation of, but it certainly was nothing like the russian experience of the Great
Patriotic war. It was the war hitler dreamed off though, so the AI had a breaze.
. I really like story-driven choose your adventure games like those produced under the Choice of Game title. I wasn't expecting
anything quite that elaborate in terms of plot or character but Impossible Quest failed to keep my interest for even half an hour.
Most of the Choices lead to the termination of the game or a silly response that creates no story at all. Stylistically, it is very
simple which in itself would not have been an issue. But its blatantly ugly and felt like something written and programmed by a
pair of 9th graders. I picked it up for less that $1 and didn't get my money's worth.. Short, but fun and worth the price.
In some puzzle games you play around on each level until you figure it out. In others, you sit at the beginning of the level and
plan for awhile before you do anything. For me, this game was mostly the latter. The first forty or so levels where pretty quick
and easy. The last twenty were more complicated and required more thought. Overall, I'd say that, by the end, the game was
moderately difficult and that's probably good because if they had made it too much more complicated, I think it would have
taken longer for each level, but not really have been more fun.
So, all in all, I enjoyed it and recommend it.. OMG this game is just stupidly fun... will be a real favorite when you have friends
round to play...
These are some seriously messed up cats and need sorting as soon as possible!. THE GAME IS REALLY GOOD, BUT ON
STEAM IT IS LOADED WITH PROBLEMS!
Testures are incomplete, hard to follow the mains missions because you even can't see the characters in game.
DRAMATIC! And that for such a nice game :(
Tested a CD version and it's perfect. DO NOT BUY ON STEAM!. Relaxing and enjoyable with fun side games.. quot;nope" is
enough i think. THIS IS MY FAVORITE GAME OF ALL TIME IT HAS SURPASSED ANY AAA GAME AND/OR INDIE
GAME ThAT I HAVE EVER PLAYED IN MY ENTIRE LIFE THE GRAPHICS WILL CHALLENGE EVEN MINECRAFT
EDIT: GOOD SHOOTING
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Yo,feel the retro challange!
Shoot,match and WIN
PLAY NOW!!. Dark Quest 2 is a nice turn by turn casual tactical RPG. It's fun, with nice art, and even a few cutscenes. Yeah,
the interface could be improved, but the gameplay is solid and will give you hours of fun.
. Bought it right after it came out. A great time killer. Love that the puzzles are infinite, for real- can't get bored! I'm happy they
added achievements. Also, the developer(s) have been wonderfully responsive to questions&comments on the forums for this
game.. While I appreciated and enjoyed the 3D isometric platforming aspect of the game (which was admittedly the majority of
the game), it's dragged down horribly by an utterly one-dimensional, boring, repetitive RPG-type combat system, as well as an
uninspired storyline chock full of sci-fi clich\u00e9s. While I was able to look past its flaws enough to finish a playthrough of
the game, in hindsight, as a whole, it's not a game I would recommend.. More fun than the videos even let on, I mean... you can
take control of the machine gun turrets and manually mow down the enemy hoardes its awesome. Simple, fun, everything I ever
wanted in a strategy game. <3. Fly through the cosmos, shoot down vicious robots and try desperately not to die in Humans Must
Answer!
http://80pgaming.com/content/2014/1/20/humans-must-answer-review. Fun game, feel like a boss when you are evading a
thousand projectiles. Unacceptable that a pc port does not support m/kb controls. It also doesn't mention this on the store page
either otherwise I wouldn't have bought the game. Thank goodness for steam refunds.
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